



Department of STEM Education & Teacher Development

EDU 602 8101 Action Research – Course Syllabus   
Spring Semester 2021, Th 4:30 – 7:00 p.m., Synchronous Online   

John Saurette, M.A.T., C.A.G.S.   
Contact: Download Remind App. Join Class Code: 94fke8   
Email: jsaurette@umassd.edu  

Course Description:   

This is an action research course for in-service teachers. Participants will make connections between  
their theoretical understandings of research and their own emergence as practitioner researchers and as  
producers of knowledge through studying their own practice. Participants will identify a problem in their  
practice, develop a research plan, gather and analyze data, reflect on results, and develop implications for  
future teaching practice and action research.   

Course Goal, Objectives and Essential Questions  

Goal: Educators will be able to use the Action Research cycle in identifying and solving  
classroom problems. 

Understandings: Participants will understand that: 
• Action research is a powerful strategy for enhancing education professionalism.  
• Action research empowers educators to become active partners in leading school change  

and powerful agents of educational renewal.  

Knowledge: Participants will know that:  
• Action research has been embraced by a growing number of educators as a viable 

component of their professional practice. 
• Action research can enhance an educator’s ability to grow professionally, to tackle  

classroom challenges, and to assume responsibility for their own practice.  
• Action research can be used by educators who are interested in conducting action  research 

projects in conjunction with their everyday instructional practices. 
• There are six steps in the action research process: problem identification, background  

information, design of the study, data collection, analyzing and interpreting data, and  
writing, sharing and implementing the findings.  

• There are three approaches to action research: qualitative, quantitative, and mixed. 
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Skills: Participants will be able to:   
1. Apply the concept of teacher as researcher through the designs and implementation of 

a  research study addressing a classroom issue. 
2. Critically examine readings and examples of educational action research.   
3. Select and define a research topic, develop a literature review, choose a design, 

formulate  data collection strategies, design assessment tools, and interpret, 
analyze, and report  study results.  

4. Write a final report based on the research conducted from the action research study. 

Essential Questions:  
• What are the differences between traditional research and action research?  
• How does an educator begin the process of identifying a topic to be explored and  

reviewing the literature pertaining to the topic?  
• How have the three research paradigms (qualitative methods, quantitative 

methods, and  mixed methods been influenced by philosophy? 
• How does an educator carry out the six steps involved in conducting a full cycle 

of action  research?   

Assessment Evidence (Aligned with Course Objectives/Skills) 
1. Action Research Journal: On a weekly basis, participants will record their experiences  in carrying 

out their action research project (proposal and final project). The purpose of  the journal is to help 
participants reflect on their practices, formulate ideas for action or  changes in practice, and evaluate 
those actions. The research journal will be used as the  data source for writing an analysis of the 
action research project. At designated times  during the semester, participants will share aspects of 
their Research Journal with the  class. (20 points) (Objectives/Skills 1-4)  

2. Action Research Project (ARP) Justification/Presentation: Participants will construct  a brief 
presentation explaining why the problem they have identified for their project is  educationally 
important. (10 points) (Objectives/Skills 1-4) 

3. Action Research Proposal: The ARP Proposal will include the following: identification  of an issue 
or problem, appropriate review of the literature and research, design of the  study and planning 
methods of collecting the data, and consent forms. This requirement  has been designated by the 
Department as the common assessment for all Action  Research courses. Additional information will 
be provided. (30 points) (Objectives/ Skills 1-4)  

4. Final Action Research Project (ARP) and Presentation: The final ARP will include  the following 
sections: abstract, identification of the issue or problem, appropriate review  of the literature and 
research, design of the study and planning methods of collecting the  data, data collection, data 
analyzation and interpretation, and implementation of the  findings. A presentation to the class during 
the last session(s) will be expected and the  final report will be due on the last day of classes. 
Additional information will be provided  at the first class. (40 points) (Objectives/Skills 1-4) 
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Due Dates for Course Requirements:  

• ARP Justification/Presentation February 11 

• ARP Journal March 4, April 15 

• ARP Proposal and Presentation March 18  

• Final ARP Submission May 6 

The Learning Plan: Materials, Course Modules, and Schedule 

Required Textbook: 

Efron, Sara E., and Ravid, Ruth. (2013). “Action Research in Education: A Practical Guide”.  
New York: The Guilford Press.  

Course Modules:   
Module 1: Introduction to Action Research and the Action Research Process   
This introductory module will include a discussion of the following topics: What is Educational  
Research, Practitioners as Researchers, Historical Perspectives of Action Research, and the  
Elements of the Action Research Process.   
Readings: Chapter 1 in “Action Research in Education” and instructor handouts 

Module 2: Selecting a Topic and Framing the Research Problem Statement 
This module will assist practitioners is choosing an appropriate research topic. 
Framing the  research problem statement will be the outcome of this module.   
Readings: Chapter 2 in “Action Research in Education”, pages 13 – 17; instructor handouts   

Module 3: Developing the Literature Review   
In this module, the following steps in developing the literature review will be discussed: 
locating  sources for the literature review, reading literature to identify themes, constructing 
a literature review outline, and writing the literature review. Also, formulating specific 
research questions in  Qualitative and Quantitative action research will be discussed.   
Readings: Chapter 2 in “Action Research in Education”, pages 17 – 35; instructor handouts  

Module 4: Designing the Action Research Project   
Topics to be discussed in this module include: Qualitative and Quantitative Educational  
Research, Mixed-Methods Research, choosing an approach for the research project, 
establishing  the research scope, choosing data collection procedures, ensuring the study’s 
validity and  trustworthiness, and developing ethical guidelines.   
Readings: Chapters 3 and 4 in “Action Research in Education”; instructor handouts 
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Module 5: Collecting Data   
Data collection tools will be presented in this module. These tools include: observation,  
interview, surveys, and artifacts and documents.   
Readings: Chapter 5 in “Action Research in Education”, instructor handouts   

Module 6: Analyzing and Interpreting Data   
Module 6 will discuss how to use assessment data in action research including standardized tests,  
teacher made tests, and authentic assessment tools. In addition, this module will present ideas on  
how to analyze quantitative and qualitative data and reporting the results, conclusions, and  
implications.   
Readings: Chapters 6 and 7 in “Action Research in Education”; instructor 
handouts  

Module 7: Implementing and Sharing the Findings   
The final module of this course will discuss the following topics: writing a formal action  
research report, developing alternative formats for reporting on action research, sharing the  
research findings, implementing the research findings, and completing the action research  
project.   
Readings: Chapter 8 in “Action Research in Education”; instructor handouts.   

Course Schedule and Topics to be Discussed:   

January 21—Introductions, Discussion of Course Syllabus and Requirements     

January 28— Module 1: Introduction to Action Research/Action Research Process  

February 4— Module 2: Selecting a Topic and Framing the Research Problem  Statement  

February 11— ARP Justification Problem Statement Presentation   

February 18— Module 3: Developing the Literature Review  

February 26— Module 4: Designing the Action Research Project - Part 1 

March 4— Module 4: Designing the Action Research Project – Part 2  Action 
Research Project Notebook Journal Discussion  

March 11—Spring Break No Class 

March 18— Action Research Project Proposal Presentations  
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March 25— Module 5: Collecting Data  

April 1— Module 6: Analyzing and Interpreting Data  

April 8— Module 7: Implementing and Sharing the Findings 

April 15— Action Research Project Notebook/Journal Discussion   

April 22—Action Research Project Presentations/Sharing Session 

April 29—College Study Day 

May 6—Final ARP Due-Electronic Submission   

Guidelines & Policies:   
   

- Assignment Format: All written assignments should be completed using a file format  that 
can be recognized by Microsoft Word. Your responses should follow APA 6th Edition  
including, but not limited to, the following: be typed, double spaced, using a 12-point  
font and 1-inch margins unless otherwise instructed.   

-- Plagiarism: You are expected to abide by the Academic Integrity policy of UMass  
Dartmouth. It can be read in its entirety here: http://www.umassd.edu/studenthandbook/ 
academicregs/ethicalstandards.cfm. It includes discussion of the university’s policy on  
academic dishonesty, including plagiarism.   

- Incompletes: The Department of STEM Education and Teacher Development follows  
UMass Dartmouth guidelines, which say that an Incomplete can only be given in  
exceptional circumstances. If you believe you have reason to receive an Incomplete, you  
must make such a request no more than 48 hours after the conclusion of the last class  
meeting of the semester. You must be passing the course for your request to be  
considered. If you are granted an Incomplete and you do not complete the work of the  
course within one year, the grade will become an F(I).   

- Syllabus Changes: This syllabus is a guide and every attempt is made to provide an  
accurate overview of the course. However, circumstances and events may make it  
necessary for the instructor to modify the syllabus during the semester. Such changes may  
be made to adjust the course for progress, needs, and experiences of the students.  
Changes to the syllabus will be made with advance notice.   

- Communication: Consistent with UMass Dartmouth policies, you are responsible for all  
emails sent to your UMass Dartmouth email account. That address will be the primary  
means for communication throughout the course. In addition, certain course materials and  
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instructions will be made available in TaskStream (electronic portfolio tool).   
- Academic Support: Please see Center for Access and Success regarding information  

about available academic support services, including services for learning and 
physically  disabled students 

Workload and Class Planning Policies:   

Credit Hour Standard   

UMassD, in alignment with federal regulations and regional accreditation standards, 
sets  expectations for the amount of work required to earn one academic credit. One 
credit  hour is an amount of work that reasonably approximates not less than:   

(1) One hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and a minimum of two hours 
of  out-of- class student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks (includes 
exam  week) for one semester, or the equivalent amount of work over a different 
amount of  time.   

(2) At least an equivalent amount of work as required in paragraph (1) of this definition  
for other academic activities as established by the institution, including laboratory work,  
internships, practica, studio work, and other academic work leading to the award of 
credit  hours.   

For a regular 3-credit class, 3 hours per week of in-class work and 6 hours per week 
of  out-of-class work are required.   

Academic Calendar   

https://www .umassd.edu/academiccalendar/   

The Academic Calendar provides important planning information for students, faculty,  
staff and departments, such as class start dates, deadlines for adding, dropping or 
auditing  a class, holidays schedule and the final exam schedule.   

• Last day to withdraw listed in calendar   

• Final exam schedule https://www.umassd.edu/registrar/finalexams/  

Academic Policies:   

Academic Integrity   

All UMass Dartmouth students are expected to maintain high standards of academic  
integrity and scholarly practice. A high standard of academic integrity promotes the  
pursuit of truth and learning and respect for the intellectual accomplishments of others.  
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These are values that are fundamental to the mission of this University. Such values 
are  undermined by academic dishonesty.   

The University does not tolerate academic dishonesty of any variety, whether as a 
result  of a failure to understand required academic and scholarly procedure, or as an 
act of  intentional dishonesty. All students should read and understand the University’s  
Academic Integrity Policy, which can also be found in the Undergraduate Catalog.   

A student found responsible for academic dishonesty is subject to severe 
disciplinary  action, which may include dismissal from the University.   

Student Behavior   

Students are expected to follow the student code of conduct within the online/classroom 
settings.  The student code of conduct is available at: https://www.umassd.edu/
studentaffairs/ departments/studentconductanddisputeresolution/policies / Faculty may 
ask students to  leave if the faculty member(s) determines that the code of conduct has 
been violated and  a student is creating an environment that is unsafe or not conducive to 
learning.   

Attendance Policy   

The attendance policy for the University is available in the “Student Enrollment” section  
of the catalog: http://catalog.umassd.edu/content.php?  
catoid=47&navoid=3746#Student_Enrollment_Status Faculty are free to augment 
the  attendance policy for their own classes 

Course Withdrawal   
View the academic calendar (above) to see the last day to withdraw each semester. 
The  following information is from the undergraduate catalog:   

Students may withdraw from courses through the end of the tenth week of classes of 
the  semester via COIN, at the University Enrollment Center or Registrar’s Office. 
Once  processed, a grade of W will be recorded on the transcript. Grades of W do not 
affect a  student’s GPA, but may impact financial aid Satisfactory Academic Progress  
requirements (www.umassd.edu/financialaid/maintainingaid/). Students who fail to  
complete this process by the withdrawal deadline will be ineligible for withdrawal and  
will be graded appropriately by the faculty.   

• Students may independently withdraw from a maximum of 18 cumulative credits. The  
college dean or designee must approve withdrawal requests above 18 and up to 24  
credits. After a student has exceeded 18 credits of withdrawals during his or her 
academic  career, the student’s college dean or designee must approve any further 
withdrawal  requests, up to 24 credits. Students with more than 24 withdrawal credits are 
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subject to  dismissal from the University by the college. Withdrawal credits granted 
through an  approved Medical Leave of Absence do not apply toward the 18 or 24 credit 
maximum.   

• Students who withdraw from all courses during the semester shall be deemed to 
have  withdrawn from the University and will be subject to this policy and the 
readmission  procedures of the University. 

Withdrawal from the University   

Students withdrawing or taking a leave of absence from the University of 
Massachusetts  Dartmouth are required to submit a written notification of withdrawal.   

The Student Leave of Absence/Withdrawal Form may be obtained from the Student  
Affairs Office. The last date of attendance will be the date indicated on the form or 
the  date of the last documented academically related activity, whichever is earlier.   

For additional information, see https://www.umassd.edu/financialaid/
maintainingaid/ withdrawalpolicy/   

Incompletes   

According to both the Undergraduate Catalog and Graduate Catalog, an incomplete may  
be given only in exceptional circumstances at the instructor's discretion. The student 
must  be passing at the time of the request or be sufficiently close to passing. If the work 
is not  completed within one year of the recording of the incomplete grade (I), the grade 
will  become an F(I).   

Grade Appeal Process   

https://www .umassd.edu/acadvising/grades/ 
Students should be advised that grade appeals need to be filed by specific dates in order  
for appeals to be heard. For the fall semester, grade appeals are due by the Monday of the  
second week in January. For the spring semester, grade appeals are due by the Monday 
of  the last full week of May. Information about what can be appealed, who to file a 
grade  appeal with, and what the grade appeal process entails can be found at: https:// 
www.umassd.edu/acadvising/grades/.   

Accommodations and Support Policies:   

Accommodations for Documented Disabilities   

In accordance with University policy, if you have a documented disability and require  
accommodations to obtain equal access in a course, please meet with the course 
instructor  at the beginning of the semester and provide the appropriate paperwork from 
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the Center  for Access and Success. The necessary paperwork is obtained when you bring 
proper  documentation to the Center, which is located in Pine Dale Hall, Room 7136,  
508-999-8711.   

Emotional Health, Violence, Sexual Harassment, and Title IX   

The purpose of a University is to disseminate information, as well as to explore a  
universe of ideas, to encourage diverse perspectives and robust expression, and to 
foster  the development of critical and analytical thinking skills. In many classes, 
students and  faculty examine and analyze challenging and controversial topics.   

If a topic covered in this class triggers post-traumatic stress or other emotional distress,  
please discuss the matter with the professor, or seek out confidential resources 
available  from the Counseling Center, 508-999-8648 or - 8650, or the Victim Advocate 
in the  Center for Women, Gender and Sexuality, 508-910-4584. In an emergency, 
contact the  Department of Public Safety at 508-999-9191 24 hrs./day.   

UMass Dartmouth, following national guidance from the Office of Civil Rights, 
requires  that faculty follow UMass Dartmouth policy as a “mandated reporter” of any 
disclosure  of sexual harassment, abuse, and/or violence shared with the faculty member 
in person  and/or via email. These disclosures include, but are not limited to, reports of 
sexual  assault, relational abuse, relational/domestic violence, and stalking. While 
faculty are  often able to help students locate appropriate channels of assistance on 
campus,  disclosure by the student to the faculty member requires that the faculty 
member inform  the University’s Title IX Coordinator in the Office of Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion at  508-999-8008 to help ensure that the student’s safety and welfare are 
being addressed,  even if the student requests that the disclosure not be shared.   

For confidential counseling support and assistance, please go to   

http://www .umassd.edu/sexualviolence/myCourses  

Technical support for myCourses is available 24/7:   

• Students can email myCoursesHelp@umassd.edu or call the Student Help desk 
at  508-999- 8505 during normal business hours. (Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
EST)   

• During off-hours, weekends, and holidays, technical assistance is available for 
students  athttp://umd.echelp.org/.   

Support information for all other UMass Dartmouth technologies can be 
found  here: http://www.umassd.edu/extension/technicalresources/  
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Tutoring Support Services   

If you are having difficulty with a class, please:   

• Contact the instructor directly using the contact information listed on the syllabus. 

• Contact the Multiliteracy and Communication Center for help with writing and  
communication projects. Liberal Arts building, Rooms 219-221   

• Contact the STEM Learning Lab for support with science, engineering, math, and  
business assignments. Science and Engineering building, Room 217, 

508-999-8718   

What follows is a statement about Trigger Warnings that was discussed and voted on by the  
Faculty Senate at UMass Dartmouth in Spring 2015:   

• The purpose of a university is to disseminate information, as well as to explore a  
universe of ideas, to encourage diverse perspectives and robust expression, and 
to  foster the development of critical and analytical thinking skills. In many 
classes,  including this one, students and faculty examine and analyze 
challenging and  controversial topics.   

• UMass Dartmouth, following national guidance from the Office of Civil Rights,  
requires that faculty follow UMass Dartmouth policy as a “mandated reporter” 
of  any disclosure of sexual harassment, abuse, and/or violence shared with the  
faculty member in person and/or via email. These disclosures include but are 
not  limited to reports of sexual assault, relational abuse, relational/domestic 
violence,  and stalking. While faculty are often able to help students locate 
appropriate  channels of assistance on campus, disclosure by the student to the 
faculty member  requires that the faculty member inform the University’s Title 
IX Coordinator in  the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion at 
508-999-8008 to help ensure that  the student’s safety and welfare is being 
addressed, even if the student requests  that the disclosure not be shared. 

• If a topic covered in this class triggers post-traumatic stress or other emotional  
distress, please discuss the matter with the professor or seek out confidential  
resources available from the Counseling Center, http://www.umassd.edu/ 
counseling/, 508-999-8648 or - 8650, or the Victim Advocate in the Center for  
Women, Gender and Sexuality, http://www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/,  
508-910-4584. In an emergency contact the Department of Public Safety at  
508-999-9191 24 hrs./day.   

o For confidential counseling support and assistance, please go to http:// 
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www.umassd.edu/sexualviolence/   

Mission Statement: 

The Department of STEM Education and Teacher Development is   
committed to the preparation of educators who have a sensitivity   
toward multicultural issues, an awareness of the particular   
concerns of urban education, knowledge of the unique needs and   
styles of individual learners, and a conscious knowledge of the   
role of schools in promoting social justice in the 21st Century. Our   
mission is to deliver clearly defined teacher preparation programs   
at the post baccalaureate and graduate levels. In addition to a   
rigorous preparation in subject-matter fields, teacher candidates   
develop their ability to apply pedagogical theory to practice and reflect on the complexities  
inherent in their craft.   

The Conceptual Framework of the Department of STEM Education & Teacher Development:  
The conceptual framework of the Department is based on developing Reflective 
Practitioners,  through the development of:   
• Integrating & Applying Knowledge  
• Bridging Theory to Practice  
• Responding to Diversity   
• Democratizing Access for All  
• Practicing as a Professional  

We view teaching as a profession and see teachers as scholars and lifelong learners. 

Massachusetts Professional Standards for Teachers Addressed in This Course: 

(1) Curriculum, Planning, and Assessment standard: Promotes the learning and growth of all students  
by providing high quality and coherent instruction, designing and administering authentic and meaningful  
student assessments, analyzing student performance and growth data, using this data to improve 
instruction, providing students with constructive feedback on an on-going basis, and continuously  
refining learning objectives.   

 (c) Analysis indicator: Analyzes data from assessments, draws conclusions, and shares them  
appropriately.   

 (4) Professional Culture standard: Promotes the learning and growth of all students through ethical,  
culturally proficient, skilled, and collaborative practice.   

(a) Reflection indicator: Demonstrates the capacity to reflect on and improve the educator’s own  
practice, using informal means as well as meetings with teams and work groups to gather  
information, analyze data, examine issues, set meaningful goals, and develop new approaches in  
order to improve teaching and learning.   
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(b) Professional Growth indicator: Actively pursues professional development and learning  
opportunities to improve quality of practice or build the expertise and experiences to assume  
different instructional and leadership roles.   
 (e) Shared Responsibility indicator: Shares responsibility for the performance of all students  
within the school. 
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